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THE USE OF DEMOTIC 
IN THE PTOLEMAIC ADMINISTRATION
Willy Clarysse
Fig. 1. The tax roll P. Count 2 + 3.
The recto of  P. Count 2-3 once contained a long demotic list of  nearly 11000 persons, organised district per district (5 districts), village by village (5 x 7 
villages, though it is uncertain whether every district had the same number of  
villages), occupation by occupation (ethnos), household by household, and person 
by person. Every person received a single line, and extra lines were needed for 
occupations, for village names and for totals after every occupation and every 
village. The scribes needed at least 12.000 lines, or 400 columns of  30 lines. Since 
each column measured about 5 cm at least 20 meters of  papyrus were needed, of  
which ca. 75 cm. are left now. Every village is followed by a total for each occupa-
tion, divided by males and females. These village totals are grouped in P. Count 3, 
2 + 3 recto
2 + 3 verso
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written on the back of  the roll, in Greek. This is hardly possible with such a long 
roll unless the figures were first written (in demotic or in Greek) on a separate 
piece of  papyrus. The totals for the whole area (the 35 villages) at the very end (P. 
Count 2 ll. 468-477) are based on the figures in the Greek part of  the text, but they 
are again written in demotic. 
I have chosen this text as starting point for a brief  and very sketchy survey of  the 
use of  demotic in the Ptolemaic administration. Especially in the Fayum and Mid-
dle Egypt, most Ptolemaic papyri (with the exception of  the Zenon archive) de-
rive from papyrus cartonnage of  human mummies or from the stuffing of  sacred 
crocodiles. As shown by Roger Bagnall cartonnage papyri were bought in bulk and 
heavily dominated by government files. « These are varied in contents and include 
correspondence, tax documents, officially deposited contracts and wills, legal texts 
and other matter ». 1 Bagnall’s picture is based on the published Greek papyri, which 
are far more numerous than demotic, but it also applies to the demotic material.
Thanks to the Trismegistos database in Leuven it is easy to find the main groups 
of  texts that were reused as cartonnage papyri, such as P. Petrie, P. Gurob, P. Hibeh, 
P. Lille, P. Sorb., P. Erasm. and a few others. Trismegistos currently 2 list 3258 papyri 
from cartonnage, of  which 2906 are Greek, 213 demotic (less than 10 %) and 131 
bilingual demotic-Greek (rarely Greek-demotic).
The following types are the most frequent :
greek demotic
literary 287 15
letters, memoranda, reports 741 33
contracts 338 136 [of  which 84 surety contracts]
accounts, lists, registers 622 71
declarations, oaths 70 19
receipts 158 22
orders (for payment) 142 0
petitions 393 1
A few words of  comment may help to explain the above figures. There are few 
literary texts : Greek administrators sometimes copied literature in their office, 3 
but demotic literature was confined to the temple environment. There are no 
demotic petitions : petitioners always address the king and his officials in Greek. 
1 R. S. Bagnall, Reading papyri, writing ancient history (« Approaching the Ancient World »), London-
New York, 1995, pp. 26-27. 2 January 1 of  2013.
3 The best known example are the literary texts among the Hibeh papyri, for which see M. R. Falivene, 
The literary papyri from Al-Hiba : a new approach (Akten des 21. intern. Papyrologenkongresses Berlin) (« apf  », 
Beiheft 3), pp. 273-280 ; Id., Greek anthologies on papyrus and their readers in early Ptolemaic Egypt (Proceedings 
of  the 25th international congress of  papyrology Ann Arbor), « American Studies in Papyrology », 2010, pp. 
207-215.
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There are no orders for payment : inside the administration payment orders are all 
in Greek. Demotic letters, memoranda and reports are rare. Most of  the numer-
ous contracts are surety contracts in the Sorbonne collection (see below), which 
are all from the same office and were collected by F. de Cenival in a kind of  cor-
pus. There are hardly any papyri from a temple context or a funerary context. 4
The publications of  demotic cartonnage papyri in the Sorbonne collection by 
Henri Sottas, Fr. de Cenival and a few others account for about 130 documents out 
of  the total of  330 demotic and bilingual documents, i.e. nearly half  of  our docu-
mentation. For other collections only a tiny minority of  well-known types, such 
as contracts and letters were published, e.g. of  the Petrie papyri some fifty large 
papyri are kept in the Ashmolean and hundreds of  fragments in Trinity College 
Dublin, but thus far only two letters and a few tax lists are published. 5 The car-
tonnage from Rifeh, described and partly translated by H. Thompson, contains 
61 items. 6 In Berkeley the demotic texts of  the Menches archive and others in the 
same crocodiles remain largely unknown. 7 Sottas and de Cenival published texts 
of  many different kinds, 8 and their publications dominate the picture of  how 
scholars see this kind of  source material.
Fig. 2. Demotic Sorbonne papyri, published [sp. of  oaths in chart].
4 The main exception is the small archive of  the temple of  Bastet in Tholthis in the Oxyrhynchite 
nome, recently published by W. Clarysse, U. Luft, Demotic contracts between sculptors and the Bastet temple 
at Tholthis, in C. Zivie-Coche, I. Guermeur (éds.), “Parcourir l’éternité”. Hommages à jean Yoyotte, i (« behe  », 
156), 2012, pp. 323-335.
5 See W. Clarysse, M. Depauw, Two demotic letters from a village scribe of  Alexandrou nesos, in H. Knuf  
e.a. (edd.), Honi soi qui mal y pense, in Studien zum pharaonischen, griechisch-römischen und spätantiken Ägypten 
zu Ehren von Heinz-josef  Thissen (« Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta », 194), Leuven, 2010, pp. 147-152 [two let-
ters by a village scribes] ; P. Count 9-10 [tax lists].
6 H. Thompson, in W. M. F. Petrie, Gizeh and Rifeh, London, 1907, pp. 30-39 ; two items are now pub-
lished as P. Count 53-54.
7 For these, see now B. Muhs, A late Ptolemaic grapheion archive in Berkeley (Proceedings of  the 25th Inter-
national Congress of  Papyrology), Ann Arbor, 2010, pp. 581-588.
8 P. Lille dem. i-iii and many individual papyri published later by de Cenival. These will be grouped and 
reedited in a volume P. Sorb. dem. i.
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Within the published part of  the Sorbonne collection contracts make up about 
three thirds of  the demotic papyri. Of  these 88 contracts no less than 72 are surety 
contracts, published by Sottas (P. Lille dem. 1-11) and de Cenival (P. Lille dem. ii 6, 7, 
9, 34-96). I have joined about twenty of  these with each other, and added numer-
ous fragments to the published texts, but a lot of  unplaced fragments remain.
Nearly all demotic surety contracts are written for people working in the service 
of  the ‘royal economy’, most of  them in the brewery sector. They are addressed 
to the oikonomos of  the meris and the royal scribe/topogrammateus, the former 
having a Greek name and no patronymic, the latter having an Egyptian name and 
a patronymic. They are double documents, with a short scriptura interior which 
could be rolled and sealed (there is a hole for a string, but no seals are preserved) 
and a full scriptura exterior signed by a scribe and several witnesses. With a few 
uncertain exceptions they range from 226 to 221 bc and clearly form an archive, 
i.e. a group of  texts which was kept together in antiquity. 9 The archive keeper was 
either the oikonomos or the royal scribe or topogrammateus. On the back of  most, 
perhaps originally of  all of  them, was a short abstract in Greek, giving the date, 
the names of  the guarantors and guarantees, their occupation and provenance, 
the reason for the surety (ektisis, payment or monê, promise to stay on the job) and 
the sums involved. Most of  these abstracts were written with a kalamos, but sev-
eral with a rush, probably by scribes who got their education in native surround-
ings. The abstracts are not mere translations of  the demotic, e.g. in P. Lille dem. ii 
49 (the text is still incomplete, but I hope to identify the missing top and bottom 
fragments) the guarantor Hºr-pA-bik son of  PA-di-Wsir and TA-šr.t-n-BAst.t is a ‘car-
rier of  the gods’ of  the ‘Foundation of  Thoth’ in demotic ; in Greek he becomes 
Harbichis son of  Petosiris, donkey-driver, and his village is Philagris.
Surety contracts are easy to recognise because of  their high and narrow format 
and their formulaic character. They form the largest group among the published 
Sorbonne papyri because de Cenival has searched them out, and I did the same 
with the unpublished material, so that my database currently holds 181 of  them, 
but this number will certainly be reduced by new joins. In fact it is surprising that 
these long narrow documents with their sealed scripturae interiores were used in 
cartonnage, unless they were first opened and perhaps even arranged in the form 
of  a tomos synkollesimos.
Anyhow, the government office of  the topogrammateus (or of  the oikonomos) ac-
cepted surety documents written in demotic, even for Greek guarantees like Ar-
temidoros son of  Agathon, who needed sureties for work with natron according 
to the cautionnements, and pays the nitrikê tax in a Petrie papyrus, 10 and for Greek 
guarantors. The surety documents apparently combine Greek and Egyptian law : 
when in P. Lille dem. 81 (with new fragments) Philotera daughter of  Demetrios, 
acts as surety together with two Egyptian women, her brother Kyros appears as 
 9 For a description of  the archive, see http ://www.trismegistos.org/arch/detail.php ?tm=47&i=1.
10 Artemidoros is mentioned in P. Lille dem. ii 45 + 76, 77, 82, 84 and in the unpublished fragments Sor-
bonne inv. 1253,1258 and 1278a ; he pays nitrikê in P. Petrie ii 27 (3) a + b ll. 7 and 36 [see tm Person 22092]. 
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her guarantor in the second degree. No doubt this is an Egyptian way of  mentio-
ning her kyrios (no second guarantor is needed for her Egyptian colleagues). For 
internal use (and classification ?) within the office, however, each text received a 
Greek abstract on its back.
The administrative procedure in the archive of  the nomarches Diogenes is simi-
lar. 11 In this archive, written a generation earlier (256-250 bc), were found some 
11 For this archive, see http ://www.trismegistos.org/arch/detail.php ?tm=68&i=1.
P. Lille dém. 35 (Inv. 564a)
+ P. Lille dém. 44 (Inv. 781)
+ 1 fr. d’Inv. 809
r°
P. Lille dém. 35 (Inv. 564a)
+ P. Lille dém. 44 (Inv. 781)
+ 1 fr. d’Inv. 809
v°
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thirteen declarations of  small cattle. 12 The owner of  sheep and goats declares his 
cattle to the nomarches, with figures for each category (sheep, lambs, goats, kids), 
and swears a royal oath that the figures are exact. The texts are again double 
documents with a scriptura interior and exterior. The Greek abstracts are written 
at the bottom this time, not on the verso. A new edition of  this group of  texts 
is being prepared by S. P. Vleeming and a few new items have been added to the 
group.
Aristarchos was a colleague of  Diogenes and I have recently (re)edited his ar-
chive in P. Sorb. iii 75-102. In the publications of  Jouguet (P. Lille i 12-17), Boyaval 
(cripel 1, 1973, pp. 193-215) and Cadell (P. Sorb. i 32) this looked a purely Greek 
archive, but I identified several demotic texts addressed to Aristarchos and reused 
as cartonnage in the same mummies.
P. Sorb. 76 declaration by Harchebis
myriarouros
Greek abstract below
P. Sorb. 78 lease of  land with royal oath
and surety
Greek abstract below
P. Sorb. 81 receipt with royal oath Greek abstract below
P. Sorb. 83 royal oath Greek abstract below
P. Sorb. 85 letter by a myriarouros [end not preserved]
Sorb. 2735 statement under oath Greek abstract below
inv. 747 statement (fragmentary) Greek abstract below,
mentioning Harchebis myriarouros
inv. 749 demotic text with royal oath ( ?) year 38 ; Greek abstract below,




contract of  lease of  land only demotic ; mention
of  Maimachos
In the above list I have added to the Aristarchos dossier tm 45866, published by 
M. Betrò in the Festschrift for Edda Bresciani, a demotic contract of  lease dated 
to year 6 of  Euergetes and written in the form of  a double document. Its date 
and its inventory number 1197, would fit the archive of  Aristarchos (P. Sorb. iii 76 
has the inventory number 1186). During a session of  the Equipe Fonds Jouguet 
Démotique (efjd), 13 the research group for demotic documents at the Sorbonne 
directed by M. Chauveau and M.-P. Chauffray, we deciphered the name of  Aristar-
chos’ colleague Maimachos (instead of  Medikos) in l. 15. Our new readings in 
12 P. Lille dem. i 12-20 ; F. de Cenival, Recherches de Papyrologie,4 (1967), pp. 99-106. 
13 The efjd team consists of  eleven members : Brigitte Bakech, Marie-Pierre Chaufray, Michel Chau-
veau, Willy Clarysse, Déborah Kott, Lorenzo Medini, Andrew Monson, Amaury Pétigny, Serge Rosmor-
duc, Lorenzo Uggetti and Stéphanie Wackenier. 
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this text and in many others are in part due to the excellent infrared photographs 
made by Adam Bülow-Jacobson. 
Fig. 3. Demotic papyri in the Sorbonne collection, including unpublished material.
Except for the cautionnements, the declarations of  small cattle and a few texts 
in the archive of  Aristarchos, the overwhelming majority of  the demotic papyri 
from Ghoran cartonnage are lists and accounts. Most are written in columns, 
very often a column with names followed by a shorter column with figures, ei-
ther amounts of  money or numbers of  arourae. I have gone through all the texts 
which have received an inventory number, counting individual texts, but often 
rather the folders in which the papyri are preserved (each folder may contain 
up to 20 or 30 fragments, which are not always part of  the same document ; on 
the other hand, accounts and lists can be very long and their fragments may be 
split up over several folders). As a result of  this work, the number of  lists and ac-
counts has nearly tripled and, in this part of  the collection, they make up more 
than half  of  the texts. Whereas, however, nearly all Greek texts in the collection 
have received an inventory number, this is not the case for demotic texts. A large 
cupboard, with seven drawers full of  paper folders, each folder filled with dozens 
of  papyrus fragments, is still waiting to be studied more than a century after 
Jouguet’s excavation : most did not even receive permanent inventory numbers. 
This group of  several hundred fragments (not counting those that have only post-
age stamp seize) consists largely of  demotic papyri. I went through some folders, 
and again accounts and lists constitute the bulk of  this part of  the collection : I 
found only few fragments of  contracts and letters and no surety documents or 
letters here. Though there was no time for a systematic study of  these texts, it 
is clear that in the Sorbonne cartonnage papyri demotic texts are far more nu-
merous than Greek texts, though at present 352 Greek texts have been published, 
69 bilingual texts (Demotic with Greek abstract more often than Greek) and 71 
demotic texts. When the demotic part of  the collection will become available, 
lists and accounts will take up even more space than in the pie chart above. More 
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important, however, is the result that our picture of  the lower ranks of  Ptolemaic 
administration will surely be overhauled. Many of  the unpublished texts contain 
names of  Greek land-owners and tax-payers : demotic in cartonnage does not deal 
with temple life, but is part of  the Ptolemaic administration as much as the Greek 
material. These texts may shed an unexpected light upon the way the country 
was managed in the third century bc.
I hope to have made clear what a tiny part of  the demotic material has been 
published so far, thanks mainly to the work of  Françoise de Cenival. Alongside 
P. Lille dem. iii in 2011, she published several texts in a series of  articles. These are 
now studied again by the efjd group mentioned above. Thanks to the excellent 
infrared photographs made by A. Bülow Jacobson and by comparing the texts 
with unpublished material, we have made substantial progress in reading and in-
terpretation. As an example I present here P. Sorb. inv. 209-213, first published by in 
the Livre du Centenaire de l’Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale (mifao 104, 1980), 
p. 195-203. I have underlined the passages where our reading and/or interpretation 




9 champs des trois villages [susdits ?] : blé 80 artabes ;
10 reste de la redevance de l’an 18 des trois villages : blé 80 artabes.
col. iv
1  le 17 ;
2 montant de l’impôt : 3.100 ; couronne de l’an 19 : 7 artabes de blé ;
3  ration h¢ny : 3 art. de blé ; apports (iny) : 2 art. de blé, total : 12 art. ;
4 an 18 ; pour la couronne : 7 art. de blé ; ration h¢ny : 3 art. de blé ;




9 fields of  Trikomia : 80 artabas of  wheat ;
10 rest of  the dues for year 18 for Trikomia : 80 artabas of  wheat.
col. iv
1  the 17th ;
2 the cavalrymen owning 100 arourai (hekatontarouroi)  : 14 crown tax (stephanos) for 
year 19 : 7 art. of  wheat ;
3  police tax (phylakitikon) : 3 art. of  wheat ; doctor’s tax (iatrikon) : 2 art. of  wheat, 
total : 12 art. ;
4 an 18 ; for crown tax (stephanos) : 7 art. of  wheat ; police tax (phylakitikon) : 3 art. of  
wheat ;
5 for doctor’s tax (iatrikon) : 2 art. of  wheat, total : 12 art. of  wheat.
14 Reading due to A. Monson.
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According to S. Scheuble, Die Katökenreiter im ptolemaischen Aegypten (« Vestigia », 
64), 2012, p. 242 the iatrikon « würde als jahrliche Steuer auferlegt und war in der 
Regel in Getreide zu entrichten. Normalerweise betrug die Abgabe zwei Artaben 
Weizen ». For the phylakitikon Scheubel refers to S. von Reden, Money in Ptolemaic 
Egyptian from the Macedonian conquest to the end of  the second century bc, Cambridge, 
2007, pp. 92-94 : « Usually paid in grain on grain land ; the phylakitikon might have 
been at around 2 ½ to 3 artabas of  wheat for a hundred arourae ». As to the crown 
tax (stephanos), von Reden, ibidem, p. 93 lists several Greek texts were this extraor-
dinary tax is levied in kind together with iatrikon and phylakitikon.
To finish I present just a few better preserved items among the unpublished mate-
rial.
– P. Sorb. inv. 1353b : account of  land with produce ; written on both sides, con-
taining on the recto the end of  column with figures and a second column with 
names ; I read
the ‘fields of  the village’ (twice) ;
the fields of  the ‘village of  Apollonios’, perhaps the village Apollonias ? ? 15
the fields of  the great of  thousand .krwts (clearly a Greek name).
– P. Count 2 is now completed by several fragments, containing the missing foot 
of  cols. x-xii (recto), corresponding to cols. xx-xxiii, and a large fragments contain-
ing 7 columns on the recto, joining to P. Count 2 col. x (this column is now nearly 
complete) and immediately following (on the verso) col. xxiv. We now know that 
there were 232 ibis priests in this tax area, 77 dancers (sompheis), 167 isionomoi, 162 
pastophoroi, 67 men of  Anoubis and 59 funerary priests. All these are listed among 
those enjoying tax exemptions. Priests and their families now add up to at least 6,7 
% and policemen to 3.8 % of  the population.
A photograph at reduced size can be seen on the cover of  S.P. Vleeming, A 
Berichtigungsliste of  Demotic Documents, Indexes of  new and rejected readings, 
Studia Demotica vii-c, Leuven 2013.
The bottom line of  col. iii of  the recto of  the new text clearly reads ‘Autoboulos 
son of  Autonoos’ followed by one line of  (mainly) figures. This person with his 
rare name and patronymic is already attested in P. Count 2 ll.331-341 as a rich cav-
alrymen, owning three or fours slaves and over 700 sheep. In the new part of  the 
text his name is followed in the next line by the word hºmA ‘salt’ (read by Mark 
Depauw), then the figure of  1200, then apparently ‘his horse’ and another group 
which I cannot read.
– I found several other lists where the population is divided by occupation and 
male/female and which may constitute a small new volume of  P. Count [e.g. P. 
Sorb. inv. 220, 1285 and 2736]. One fragment even gives ages of  the people involved, 
as in P. Count 9.
15 The accounts contain relatively few place names, perhaps because they were usually made on the 
level of  a single village.
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– P. Sorb. inv. 1359 is an account dated in year 17, no doubt of  Euergetes.
Whereas the verso contains only figures, the recto also preserves a lot of  na-
mes, nearly all Greek, e.g. Hermias, Damon, Thrason ( ?), Qrsy3s (Chrysias ?), Glwkºs 
(Glaukos), Philippos, Menandros, Pyt3s (Pytheas ?), followed by hugh amounts of  
more than 1000, then a title, then more names and figures : Simos, Thibron, 3glnn, 
Apollonios son of  Dionysios, Swls (Zoilos ?) son of  Lysimach(os), Andronikos. If  
these are cleruchs we may possibly retrace some of  them in a Greek text, which 
could allow to identify their village.
It is extremely difficult to count the number of  accounts and lists because what 
we have are just fragments of  sometimes very long texts. P. Count 2 and 3 form a 
good example : this is one of  the best preserved accounts (16 columns on the recto 
alone), but – as just noted – of  a roll that was over 20 m long a mere 75 cm are left. 
The first task ahead is to identify fragments of  the same account in the collection. 
This should be possible because fragments tend to stay together even after the 
cartonnage has been resolved ; one can use the script (recto/verso or only recto), 
the lay-out of  the text (including the wp-st sign and check marks in some accounts 
and lists), the type of  text (money, grain, land). The second step could then be to 
identify pieces belonging to the same archive. 
The archives of  Aristarchos and Diogenes probably also contained accounts, but 
whereas letters and contracts mention the name of  the addressees, accounts give 
at this moment no clue as to which texts once belonged to which persons. For this 
we have to find persons or land or organisational items that recur in the letters 
and the accounts. In order to do so we need a much clearer view of  what the ac-
counts, often extremely succinct, consisting of  headings (the most difficult part), 
names and figures, mean.
It is clear, however, that in the Ptolemaic period demotic was still in full use in 
the civil administration, especially on the local level. It is difficult to know, at this 
moment, in what circumstances demotic was used alongside Greek, because only 
a tiny part of  demotic administrative documents are published or even described. 
Editors have generally preferred the more accessible notarial documents and the 
more attractive letters. In Paris, but also elsewhere, the overwhelming majority of  
demotic cartonnage papyri are accounts and lists, and these are far more prepon-
derant than in the Greek texts. In my view this shows that the basic data, the data 
of  the first round, were often compiled in demotic. In P. Count 2 and 3 the scribes 
change from demotic for the list of  individual taxpayers followed by totals per vil-
lage, to Greek for the list of  totals only, and then, for the final sums on the verso, 
back to demotic (which had then, in the end, to be translated to Greek again for 
the central administration). When in Paris, I have great problems with numbers, 
and I cannot get used to soixante dix-sept or quatre-vingt douze. When I want to 
tell the conservator that I would like to see inventory number 1,373 I prefer to put 
it on piece of  paper rather than struggling with ‘mille trois cent soixante treize’ 
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and getting it wrong in the end. Perhaps Egyptian scribes, working for the Greek 
administration, also continued to use demotic for figures (and for names) when 
writing for themselves. They then transposed their demotic accounts into Greek 
at the ultimate stage when the figures had to be given to the Greek administration 
on the level of  the nome. I am sure we will find more examples where Demotic 
and Greek overlap, as in P. Count 2 and 3 and now again with inventory number 
treize cent quarante quatre. But for this we need the collaboration of  a compe-
tent group of  demotists to read and catalogue this enormous mass of  texts. I am 
glad to be part of  such a group at the Sorbonne and to dedicate this contribution 
to our collaboration.
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